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SEBO ET SEriES

Made in Germany, SEBO power heads are recognised worldwide as the most reliable and best designed on the market. Used to increase 
cleaning efficiency with a back pack or canister vacuum cleaner with power outlet. increases productivity and reduces operator fatigue.

SEBO ET1 

› Brush Motor: 175 Watt 

› revolution Speed: 2700 U/min

› Working Width: 31 cm

› Brush Height Setting: 4 levels

› Brush Drive: Toothed belt with 

  electronic overload protection

SEBO ET2  

› Brush Motor: 200 Watt

› revolution Speed: 2700 U/min

› Working Width: 37 cm

› Brush Height Setting: 4 levels

› Brush Drive: Toothed belt with 

  electronic overload protection

05  Flat to floor vacuuming 
These machines work when completely flat, 
making it easy to clean under furniture. When 
upright the anti-fatigue technology makes 
vacuuming a one pass activity.

02   Full rotating brush roller 
For deep-down fibre agitation and dirt removal.
Easy to replace brush roller (no  tools required). 
Carpet and soft floor tile manufacturers 
recommend this method of cleaning maintenance. 

01   Unique swivel neck 
Ultra fast cleaning maneuverability around 
obstacles with a 180deg swivel. PLUS quick release 
adapter on wand (no tools required) for easy head 
interchange and above the floor cleaning.

06   SMD technology for easy operator guidance 
The brush roller may be switched off for straight 
suction cleaning of delicate rugs and hard floors. 
illuminated warning lights and a manual 4-level brush 
height adjustment assure optimum cleaning.

04   User friendly design 
With three wheels, it glides along the floor. Has a 
built-in trap door for easy blockage removal and 
sits securely when in an upright position. A quick 
release foot pedal ensures rapid use.

03  Extraordinary material combination
Housing - injection moulded, high-impact ABS 
plastic. Heavy duty adapter support, swivel neck 
assembly.
Made-in-Germany.
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